
THE LONDON BRSNCH. 

Mr. Whipple was elected Chairman ; Professor Nunn and the retiril~g 
Chairman, Mr. Abbott, were elected Vice-Chairmen. The Treasurer and 
Secretaries were re-elect,ed. 

Dr. Dysori delivered an address dealing with the uses that might be made 
of astrononlical facts in teaching eler~~entary nlathetnatics and giving sorile 
account of recent astrononlical research. 

Mr. Abhott rrad a paper on "Practical Work in Elementary Mathematics." 
This was illustrated by models actually rnade by boys it1 the Polytech~iic 
School. There was al-o an exhibit of motlels and apparatus in the Mathe- 
matical 1,aboratory. A discussion followed, ill wliich Mr. Daniell, Professor 
Bickerton, Mr. Boon, and Mr. Ellis took part. Mr. R. F Davis distributed 
sorile graphed copies of useful geometrical illustrations of a formula in 
differential calculus. I t  is hoped that other menibers will follow this 
excellent example. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

THE EDITOR OF THE Jfathematical Gazette. 

DEAR SIR, -Is it  not time that pnhlic opinion should refuse any longer to 
permit the time-lionoored laxit,y in the use of tlie words "because" and 
"therefore " in mathenlatical text-books ? 

Thus, in books on ele~l~entary geon~etry, the proof that the opposite a~igles 
of a parallelogra~n ABGD are equal is usually given soniewhnt as follows. 
Join U l ! .  Then becazcse BD nieets the parallels .-I B and DC, the angles ABD 
and ClDB are equal. Again, becaztse BD nleets the parallels AD and BC, the 
angles CBD and ADB are equal. T1~erefol.e the whole angle a t  B equals the 
whole angle at  D. 

This definitely asserts that the angles B and D are equal because BD is 
 draw^^, whilr presnmably we nierely wish to say that we are able to detect 
the eqnality of the angles because we have drawu BlS. 

To take another illastration, here is a passage from a book on algebra 
(the best with which -. ~ - -  - -  I an) acquainted): "By the square-root process we 
can show that 2/4.053=2.01:32.. . ; 

2.0138 < d ~ 5  + v6." 

I t  would surely be better to avoid the statement that one number is smaller 
than anottler because we can use the square-root process. 

While instances as marked as these are to be found everywhere, still metre 
numerous are statements which, though less strikingly iodiscreet, are yet 
qu~stionable. 

Thl~s, in the course of a proof we are hartlly entitled to say that two 
triangles are congrnent because we find certain parts in one equal to certain 
parts in the other, and would do tsetter to content onrselves with sayil~g 
that we are am-are of thew congruerlce on that account ; and yet it  is the 
first assertion that is al~llost invariably found even when an alternative proof 
on the opposite page asserts equally firmly that son~etliing else causes the 
triaiigles to be eqnal. 

Another tolerated statement which is equally ntihappy is that one pro- 
position or one propertv of a figure depends upon another, when it  is merely 
meant that one proof of the one deperids on the other, since the two proposi- 
tions if true a t  all arr  both true simultaneously, and are co-equal, neither 
cor~ling before or after the other. 

One possibility would be to state clearly that in mathematics "because" 
and "therefore" are to be unemphatic, and to refer to our processes of per- 
ception, not t,o the facts perceived, but this seems undesirable. If, for 
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instance, we have to prove something about a square ABCD, we may ( I  
suppose) assert with any emphasis u-e like that becazcse BBCD is a square, 
therefore AB=BC, or if s is defined as =2, we may say ..c2=4 without 
restricting to mean "therefore we perceive that." 

The only other alternative would seen1 to be to deny ourselves t l ~ e  con- 
ventional laxity and to write " hence we see" instead of ' L  therefore" wherever 
the latter word is too strong a conjunction. 

Even ill such ail argonlent as 

the 's appear rather to overdo it, for we might equally well have 

and consequently the rule of self-denial suggested would be tiresome. Does 
not, however, the spirit of the time de~naud i t  ?-Yours, etc., 

CHARLES HARDINGHAM. 

7 Queen Anne Terrace, Cambridge, 
Feb~zlamj %zd, 1914. 

The Editor, illathenzatical Gazette. 

DEAR SIR, - I~  your December issue you published a notice of nry book on 
"School Algebra." I should be very grateful if you would allow me the 
favour of a reply to the niore important crit,icisms. 

Your reviewer's niaill criticism is that my treatment of algebraic theory 
does not conforn~ to tlie requirements of formal Algebra. I would submit 
that the methods of fornial Algebra, in .cvhic:h, for exanlple, the rnles of signs 
are matters of definition, are not suitable for beginners, and that the prohlem 
which confronts the writer of an elenlentary text-book is to devisc suitable 
exl)lai~ations of algebraic processes based ill the first place on arithmetical 
conceptions. 

The rules of signs can be demoustrated withont difficulty in the case of 
algebraical expressions in which all the letters represent positive quantities 
and all the signs have their strictly arithmetical nlear~ing. Presuniably 
this was how the rules were first derived. I n  any case I think this line 
of advance is the correct one for teaching purpose?, and for this reasou 
practically the whole of my theoretical work in Chapters I.-XIII. assunles 
that  the letters represent positive quantities, and that tlie minus sign indicates 
arithlnetical snbtraction : # #  19-22 are a digression, as I have indicated in 
4 21. " 

In  Chapter X I V  I am not (lealing with the negative numbers of fornlal 
Algebra, but with negative qnantitles such as occur in Mechai~ics, Trigo- 
nometry and Coordinate Geometry 

The fact that the rules of s i g ~ ~ s  are matters of definition in pure Algebra 
implies that the neqative numbers of Algebra n ~ a y  not be nsed to represent 
the negative qua~ltities of other branches of n~athematics uutil we have 
verified that these negative quantities will conform to the rnles of signs.- 
I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully, A. G. CRACKSELL. 

I cannot agree with Mr. Cracknrll that the methods of fornial Algebra 
are not suitable for beginners : the method of presentation is, I believe, 
a question of taste simply, and was not to any great extent in my mind 
when reading the " School Algebra." 

Mr. Cracknell professes to base his reasoning on aritlimetical conceptions. 
So far, very good. But his arithmetical coilceptions include nlauy algebraical 
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ideas. Thus, on page 173 it  is stated tliat "(+3)+(-7)+(-6)+(+2) 
correspo~ads exactly to the arithmetical process 

+3-7-6+2=+5-13= -8." 

There is no arithmetical process here, for the first step + 3  - 7 is impossible. 
Similarly, on page 94, we have " x2=$ x q f &  " (presumably quoting an 

"Arithmetical Rule"): this is a very good rule," but unsatisfactory as a 
fouiidztioii for the "Laws of Algebraical Fractions." For this rule cannot 
be proved or even "explained." What wonld be the result of sending a boy 
to a shop for 6 lbs. of sugar 1;2 times? 

If, as Mr. Cracknell says, Chapter X I V  only refers to quantities such as  
occur in Mechanics, Trigonometry and Coordinate Geometry, the note a t  tlie 
foot of page 173, where it  is stated tliat "the signs inside the brackets 
indicate positive and negative launlbers," should be deleted as misleading. 
Besides, what is tlie use of this chapter, for no operatious are performed by 
negative quantities ? The sign of a "momeiit" does not materialise out of the 
sign of "the force " and "the distance," but is added afterwards by a totally 
distinct consideration, a t  ally rate in Elementary work: tior does a con- 
scientious teacher allow the usual definition, "monient=force x distance," 
to pass without an emphatic warning tliat only tile paumbers representing 
the measures are concerned. If so, we should have 3 oranges x 2 apples=6 
orange-apples. I n  Coordinate Geometry all the letters stand for numbers, 
or else x-' has no mealling. All that is required in tlie way of interpretation 
is the meaning to be attached to the negative sign as a sign of quality : the 
whole of the calculation is coucerried with abstract numbers alone. 

Even the operation of countiiig thi~zgs has 110 relation to the things 
counted. There are two nlental processes going on sin~ultaneonsly, one 
notirig the thing and distingnishing it, the other counting: and these are 
independent. 

Similarly. if we reauire the result of three twist>s. two right-handed and 
one left-haiided, whose magnitudes are 20", 30°, 60"'respect'ively ; we may 
interpret a right-handed twlst as positive arid the left-handed as negative, 
or vice versa. The mind makes a note of this and of the unit en~ployed, 
but the calculation is with abstract numbers-either 

-and the result in each case is interpreted as a left-handed-tzuist in degrees 
(supplied by the mental note), whose magnitude is 10 (supplied by the cal- 
culation). I think the main poiiits of my criticism are founded on the wide 
divergence between the conceptions held by Mr. Cracknell and myself as to 
the boundary line between Arithmetic and Algebra : and I hold that if he 
assumes that a boy is "familiar with" such a result as 3-  7 + 5 = 8  - 7 in 
Arithmetic, he must prove that this is justifiable before he founds a theory of 
Algebra on it  : sin~ilarly, for fractions it is necessary to pyove that in 2, as a 
multiplier, the 3 and the 4 are separable, a ~ i d  much more, before ~t can 
be used as a fouudation for an Algebra that is to be convincing. My 
opinion is that Arithmetic is concerned only with positive integers, whether 
expressed i~un~erically or literally, as far as theoretical processes are concerned. 

X. Y. z. 

7 Queei~ Anne Terrace, Cambridge, 
February 12th, 1914. 

The Editor, illathematical Gazette. 
DEAR SIR,-I thank you very much for your kindness in allowiiig me not 

only to reply to your reader's criticisms, but also to see his reply to mine. 
With regard to tlie second paragraph in his reply, I would point out that 

there is a strictly arithmetical interpretation of the equation + 3 - 7 = - 4, 
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viz. that to add 3 to any number ( t~o t  less than 4) aud then subtract 7 gives 
the same result as to subtri~ct 4 tron~ that nuiiil)er. 

As for the statement 2 x ?=iIc--if iu dealing with beginuers I am riot 
allowed to assntne i t  from arithn~etic, nor to e~~11a i i1  it, nor to prove it except 
by t t ~ .  rigorous treatment of the Tl~eory of Number, I fear I must abandon 
the unfort~~nate equatiol~ in despair. 

P't~r the rest I should like to discuss briefl,~ the application of + and - 
sigl~s in connection with the rnon~ents of forces about poitits 

If two forces have rllonlents (+3) and ( -  7), we apply the rule of signs for 
al~ebraical addition, and infer that their c~~mbirietl t n o n ~ e ~ ~ t  is ( - 4). To 
justify this it  would not be sr~fficient to say that the + and - signs are 
convetiient symbols for counter clo,.kwise and clockwise. I t  would be 
sr~fficient to show f ron~ dyuamical consitlerations that the two nlon~er~ts we 
are c.alli11g (+ 1) a ~ i d  ( -  1 )  wheu combined give a resulting nloment of zero : 
for then nlorne~~t (+3)  cancels with m o n ~ e ~ ~ t  ( - 3) and lea, es moment ( - 4). 
Extencling this i~(ea, I have  show^^ in 119 that w11e1.e a negative unit can 
be tiefilled as t l ~ a t  which cancels a positive unit, the quatitities concerned 
will obey tire rnles of signs for ;tdditior~ aud s~ ib t rac t io~~.  

Again, we may apply the rule of signs for m~~ltiplication in the formula :- 

n~ome~~t=force  x arm. 

To justify this i t  is not sufficient to say that the + and - signs are 
convetliet~t syn~bols for opposite ctirectiotls. We nir~st show from tlyna~llical 
c~~nsitlerations that if either fo~,ce or arnl be reversed ill direction, then the 
n~otnet~t  is reversed : which correspo~~ds accurately to the algebraic ~ d e ,  
that if the sig~i of either factor is reversed the sign of the product is 
reversed. 'l'his is in essence the a c c o u ~ ~ t  of the matter which I have given 
on p. 180.-I remain, dear Sir, yours faithfully, A. G. CRACKXELL. 

I n  answering Mr. Cracknell's second letter, I will titke the points in the 
order he puts then]. 

(1) As Mr. Cracknell interprets + 3 - 5 = - 4, i t  is first of all not an equation 
but a statement of equivalence of opeg-at~ons, a ~ j d  tl~erefore in no way 
corresl~onds to the "snm of a set of positive and negat~ve ~ztcnzbers" 
(quoted from 11. 1, 2 on page 153). Ever1 as a staten~ent of equivalence 
of oprations it is not complete, for Mr. Crackriell has to accept 
r~urnbers less than 4. As I reat1 i t  fro111 the cctntext quoted above, 
I nlatle it an equation, i.e. a statement that +3-  7 and -4  stood for 
the satlje number ; he111:e I said the first step of + 3  - 7 - 6 + 2, namely 
" tuke the nutuber 3 and subtract 7 " was itupo-sible. 

(2) There is no reason why Mr. Crackuell should "abandon the unfortunate 
equation in despair." H e  has all the n~aterial for n correct proof in 

a c 
his preliminary chapters. H e  has o~lly to prove that - x - works out 

ac a c b d 
the same as -, when -, - are fractional fornzs denotil~,q integers, and 

bd b d 
a c ac 

then define the operation x 2 by the "equation" (sic) - x -=- 
d ?I d h J  - -. --. 

Perllaps it  w ~ ~ u l d  be better to state it  as a convention, explaining that 
there cannot, for conveniet~ce' sake, be two laws for fractional forms, 
one for the case when the form happelled to be all integer, the other 
when i t  was not :  in other words, precisely as lie woul~l "find a 
meaning for a", a*, etc." on the assumptio~~ that they obeyed the 
index laws for positive integral indices. I again put my conundrum, 
" 6 Ibs. of sugar 14 times = ? "  
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(3) This paragraph simply states in a clearer fashion tlie poiiit I made, that 
in calcnlatioris with ~non~ents  the numbers representing the measzcres 
are alone involved. 

(4) 1 do not quite understand this. Surely Mr. Cmcknell does not intend 
to state that one actually multiplies " a  force" by "an arnl " to get a 
moment. 

I think it1 (3) xiid (4) he euiphasizes the wrong word. If he wrote 
" i t  is not sufficient to say that the + and - signs are convenient 
syrnbols for opposite directious, I shonlti agree with him. I t  must 
be shown that this convention never gives a contradictory result. 
But oiice it  is shown, that interpretation holds good ; the rest of the 
work, the calculation, is uith pore number. 

Thus he is qnite wrong in saying in the forrnnla he gives on 
page 179, 

height of balloon above the sea=h+dt feet, 

that IL and dt (011 page 180) represent distaxces, d represel~ts a velocity, 
and t a time ; for the syrnbols ?L, d ,  t all represent 7szcmbers. 

But his second letter seems to be quite beside the mark as having any 
reference to the original criticisni. I took rxception to Itis sweeping 
staten~rnt,  inferred rather than strictly stated. that because he has shown 
that + 8  is the "reverse" of - 3  as a ?~lcmber that (+3) and ( - 3 )  are 
"reverses" as operato~s. One might as well say then, that a-" is the "reverse" 
of and therefore is a cube root. X. Y. Z. 

NAPIER TERCENTENARY CELEBRATION, JULY 1914. 

JOHN N-QPIER'S Logarithnoruna Cag~onis ,Ifir<f;ci Descrzptao was published in 
1614 ; and it  is proposed to celebrate the tercentenary of this great event in 
the history of n~athematics by acongress, to be held ill Edinburgh on Friday, 
54th July, 1914, and following days. 

The Celebration is beiug held under the auspices of tlie Royal Society of 
Edinburgh, on whose invitation a General Committee has been formed, 
representirig the Royal Society of London, the Royal Astroriomical Society, 
the Town Council of Edinburgh, the Faculty of Actuaries, the Royal 
Philosophical Society of Glasgow, the Universities of St. Andrews, Glasgow, 
Aberdeen, and Edinburgh, the University College of Dnndee, and niany other 
bodies and inrtitotions of educational importance. 

The President and Council of the Royal Society of Edinburgh have now 
the honour of giving a general invitatior1 to mathematicians and others 
interested in this coming Celebration. 

The celeb ratio^^ will be opened on the Friday with an Inaugural Address 
by Lord of Appeal Sir J. Fletcher Moulton, F.H.S., LL.D. (Edin.), etc., 
followed by a Reception given by the Right Horiourable the Lord Provost, 
Magistrates arid Couricil of the City of Edinburgh. On the Saturday arid 
Monday the historical and present practice of computation alrd other develop- 
rnents closely connected with Napier's discoveries and i~iventions will be 
discussed. 

A Memorial Service will be held in St. Giles' Cathedral on the S~uiday. 
Among many who have expressed a warm interest in the Celebration, and 

who hope to take part in the Coiigress, rnay be mentioned Professor Andoyer, 
Paris ; Professor J. B:tuschinger, Strassburg ; Professor Hunie Brown, 
Historiographer Royal for Scotland ; Professor F Cxjori, Colorado, U.S.A. ; 
Professor G. A. Gibson, Glasgow ; Dr. J. W. L. Glaisher, Cambridge ; 
Professor Laiig, St. Andrews ; Professor Macdonald, Aberdeen ; Professor 
E. Pascal, Naples ; Professor Karl Pearson, Londorl ; Professor Eugene 
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